Press Release
Robeco PPI and i-PensionSolutions complete merger
Rotterdam/Utrecht, 5 January 2017 – Stichting Premiepensioeninstelling Robeco ("Robeco PPI") and Stichting
International Pension Solutions ("i-PensionSolutions") announced today the completion of their merger.
As a result of the merger, the existing contracts with clients of Robeco PPI (“Smart Pension”) have been legally
transferred to i-PensionSolutions. This merger brings together the activities of both premium pension institutions
(“PPIs”), with both parties contributing the distinctive expertise associated with their own core business to form a topquality and unrivaled all-in-one solution for companies. Robeco will continue to provide its investment solutions to
both existing and new clients of the Smart Pension solution. i-PensionSolutions offers best-in-class operational
pension services.
Tom Steenkamp, Chair of former Robeco PPI: "We are pleased with the successful completion of this merger. It is a
milestone for us. This merger is in the best interests of our clients who will benefit from greater scalability and synergy
which will enable us to continue offering our clients top-quality, future-proof pension solutions.”
Kor Bosscher, Chair i-PensionSolutions: "Since January 1st 2016, we have been collaborating with Robeco as one of
the fiduciary managers of our platform. We are happy to strengthen our partnership now that the merger with Robeco
PPI has been finalized. We look forward to servicing the clients of Robeco PPI. We believe the merger with Robeco
PPI is an important next step and also attests to the value of the open platform, where partners focus on their core
capabilities, thus providing the best value added services to its customers. This merger also sends an important
signal to the market ─ that we are successfully growing our business, which is beneficial for our customers "
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About i-PensionSolutions
i-PensionSolutions is a premium pension institution, established in 2014. i-PensionSolutions is an independent foundation. i-PensionSolutions operates
on an open architecture pension platform with which it offers integrated pension execution to employers, in collaboration with partner asset managers
and insurance companies. A range of selected specialist partners operate on this platform in the areas including operations, pension administration,
custody, legal advice, compliance, tax advice, IT and participant communication.
You can find more information on www.i-pensionsolutions.com.

About Robeco
Robeco Institutional Asset Management B.V. (Robeco) is a global asset manager, headquartered in Rotterdam, the Netherlands. Robeco offers a mix
of investment solutions within a broad range of strategies to institutional and private investors worldwide. As at 30 September 2016, Robeco had EUR
137 billion in assets under management. Founded in the Netherlands in 1929 as ‘Rotterdamsch Beleggings Consortium’, Robeco is a subsidiary of
Robeco Group. As at 30 September 2016, Robeco Group had EUR 276 billion in assets under management, 49% of which were institutional. In 2015
Robeco Group generated a net profit of EUR 237 million.
More information is available at

